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Response, Recovery & Resilience

✓Timeline of events, useful context

✓Introduce 3 R’s

✓More on Response

✓More on Recovery 

✓Points about Resilience 



…who is responsible for what?

….what is MY role in each? 

....what is my organization’s role in each? 

Campus & 
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Prevention, 
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FBI Study

160 incidents were studied

 64 (40%) were identified as “Mass Killings” 

 First half of study – 6.4 incidents per year

 Last half of study – 16.4 incidents per

Nearly 67% ended before police responded 

Most incidents ended when the shooter committed suicide or fled 

when a citizen intervened

Active Shooter = an individual actively engaged in killing or 

attempting to kill people in a confined and populated area

Mass Killings = 3 or more people killed



Umpqua Community College

♦ Education and cultural hub for entire county

October 1, 2015 
♦ Thursday

♦ Beautiful - Fall Day  79 degrees & sunny

♦ Day 4 of the first week of classes

♦ Student schedules were in flux and not finalized
❖ Add Classes / Drop Classes 



Snyder Hall



First Responder Response
10:00 am Class begins – Writing 115

10:38 am 911 Call to DCSO

10:42 am OSP Dispatch is notified

10:43 am Bystanders block intersection to UCC

10:44 am 2 Roseburg PD Officers & 

1 Trooper arrive on scene

10:46 am Suspect located & shots exchanged  

Suspect was shot during contact

10:48 am “Suspect Down” – (Suicide)

*These events happen quickly and non traditionally from a first responder 

perspective



1-18 hours Timeline

Evacuation to Fairgrounds (6 miles away)

SWAT Teams & Explosive Units deployed

Crime scene perimeter established 

JIC (joint information center) established 

Re-unification center and victim services 

established 

First press conference at fire station 

Candle light vigil 



Police, Fire & Medical Response



♦ Various agencies activated 

their SWAT Teams

♦ Team members merged 

together into smaller teams  

♦ The teams conducted 

building & individual room 

by room searches

SWAT Teams Activated

Explosive Units & K-9’s 

Deployed

Two Separate but Linked Criminal 

Investigations



A Crime Scene Perimeter was Established



Joint 

Information 

Center (JIC) 

Established



Evacuation of Students & Faculty 

Douglas County Fairgrounds Designated as the Family Reunification 

Center



Road Closed, 

Responding 

media set up in 

the travel lane 

of the highway & 

remained for 

several days



Candlelight Vigil - Roseburg 



18-72 hours post Shooting  
University of Oregon Incident 

Management Team Deployed

Federal & State Resources Pour In: 

Public Health Service Trauma Team 

Deployed “Blue Team”

Administrative Teams, Faculty & Staff 

from Community Colleges Arrive to 

support UCC



18-72 hours post-Other 
Activity/Decisions

Campus released back to College 

Significant Media Attention 

Donation System Set Up: UCC Strong

Victims Assistance & Mental Health Supports 

mobilized for students, campus community 

and larger community 

Property reunification 

Significant dignitary visits 

Lost all electricity on campus 

First meeting of CHART-Community Response team



Campus Reopened for Classes 11 days later 

Campus opened for staff/faculty and students only (NO MEDIA) 

Monday following event (4 days post).  Significant support services 

mobilized for week, no classes or events. 
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What are we recovering from? 



“Trauma really does confront you with the best 
and the worst.  You see the horrendous things 
that people do to each other, but you also see 

resiliency, the power of love, the power of 
caring, the power of commitment, the power 

of commitment to oneself, the knowledge 
that there are things that are larger than our 
individual survival.  And in some ways, I don’t 

think you can appreciate the glory of life 
unless you also know the dark side of life.”

-Dr. Bessel A. van der Kolk



Types of Traumatic Events 

Causes of traumatic events can be grouped into 3 categories:

A. Intentional Human (violence)

B. Unintentional human

C. Natural/Nature

Intentional human causes are the most complex and 
difficult to recover from



Where we experience Trauma
Frontal Lobe Functions

• Motor Functions 
• Higher Order Functions 
• Planning 
• Reasoning 
• Judgment 
• Impulse Control 
• Memory 
• Develops options for feeling 

safe/calm

Amygdala Functions
• Responses associated with fear
• Hormonal secretion
• “fight, flight or freeze” 



Results of Trauma-Individual

People who have experienced trauma have predictable symptomology

• Physical Hyper-arousal-difficulty regulating emotions and impulses

• Exhibit numbing of responsiveness in everyday life

• Sleep problems

• Learning difficulties

• Memory disturbances and dissociation

• Aggression against self and others

• Behavioral addictions

• PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) 

Trauma can also have a cumulative nature



Stages of Recovery-
Individual

Because trauma has predictable symptomology, it also 
has common pathways toward recovery.  

1. Safety & Stabilization
2. Remembrance and mourning 
3. Reconnection and Integration

The stages are not always linear in nature, important 
to always go back to safety and stabilization.  It is 

possible to recover from trauma and PTSD. 

Resource on recovery model: Trauma & Recovery, by 
Judith Herman, M.D.



Ind. Relat. Comm. Inst. Society

Trauma has serious consequences at the individual

level but also affects relationships, communities, 

institutions and society.  



Institutional Recovery Considerations 
(from acute trauma)  

1. Safety & Stabilization
• Emergency team from outside assist with crisis response, at least first 5 days

• Leadership team, staff and faculty to shadow and stabilize operations

• Set language themes & messages

• Physical security highly visible and focus 

• Significant availability of trauma informed specialists for several weeks

2. Remembrance and mourning 
• Control message, highlight positives while providing many internal and external messages about 

different types of help for those struggling

• Normalize feeling “abnormal” 

• Differentiate between what was before and what is now

3. Reconnection and Integration
• Create places/spaces/times for reconnecting to organization and community 

• Opportunities for staff to be involved with external happenings about the event, support their 

integration back into their own social networks 

• Recognize the pathway toward recovery is different for everyone, every individual will have a 

different story and different victories in their recovery path.  Patience, forgiveness and 

understanding go a long way in reconnection and integration.



Institutional Recovery Key Points

• Recovery is a process, not a destination

• It is dynamic and dependent on who you ask and on what day 

• Starts with developing safety & stabilization, then remembrance and recovery then onto 
reconnection and integration 

• Basic understanding of trauma is vital to building the road to recovery, accepting help 
from trauma professionals is important step in recovery

• If there is a specific event that triggered a traumatic experience for a group, the 
trajectory of the recovery is set in the first 72 hours, just as it is for individual 
experiences 

• Recognize that grief is different than trauma  

• Recovery is a marathon, not a sprint 

• Claim your role, lean in and also lean out when appropriate 

• Compassion, patience, connection and forgiveness in times of response and recovery 
are vital 

• Identify victims and survivors widely, not narrowly. Include faculty, staff, 
administration, first responders etc. 



Influences on Organization Recovery

• Knowledge about trauma & recovery constructs

• Novel circumstances such as leadership transition or 
outside/community infrastructure 

• Expectations of safety prior to the event 

• Outside community influences such as local leadership, press/media 
presence, political dynamics and/or how local response capability

• Relationships prior to the event 

• Concussion concept

Remember that recovery is a marathon with no specific end.  Events like the 
UCC shooting don’t define who we are but they do permanently influence 

individuals, institutions and our communities. 
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There is much to learn from research in disaster 
preparedness and resiliency. A resilient 

organization is one that is able to survive a crisis 
and thrive in under uncertainty and adversity. 



Key Points-Wrap Up 

• Don’t limit focus to prevention and evacuation 

• Consider Trauma and a wide definition of victim

• Remember all the R’s (Response, Recovery, Resilience), and 
individual, organization and community roles in each 

• Accept but filter help

• Trajectory of recovery set early 

• You can plan & prepare for everything except the stress and 
emotional toll 

• International event: communications and media management 
will be far beyond anything you can imagine





AFTER THE FACT……

LESSONS LEARNED



WHAT YOU CAN DO TO 
PREPARE NOW

Assessment of 
Communication 
Systems

Threat Assessment 
Team

Drills

Community 



IMMEDIATE 
RECOVERY

Call from board chair

Assembling our 
team

Our thinking going in 

Preliminary 
assessment



MISSION: GET COLLEGE RE-
OPENED IN ONE WEEK

Consequences of not doing so

Trauma – cannot be expected to 
function at optimal levels

Think about who could come to 
you if such an event happened



Internal 
focusInternal Communication 

NOW: All staff meeting

Counselors for faculty

UCC had 37 people come to 
their aid: 
(Public Safety, Payroll, 
Financial Aid, Advising, 
Senior Leadership, and 
many others)

Support of President and 
Leadership team



LESSONS LEARNED
UCC became a learning lab for 
all of us

Do assessment now – invest

Prepare

Develop agreements now

Enhance threat assessment 
capacity

Public Information

Returning to normalcy



MEDIA: Four critical things to 
do before a crisis occurs:

Plan Ahead – explore the 
“what if?”

Know who to call- set up your 
network

Define your story…or it will be 
defined for you

Establish a process for 
communication



MEDIA: During a 
crisisControl your narrative

Think before you 
speak

Establish boundaries-
“no” is okay

Express empathy

Tell the story 
internally first



MEDIA: After A 
Crisis 

Communicate, communicate, 
communicate

Feed influencers and 
communicators

Find ways to tell a different story

Stay focused on your story (guns 
vs education)









QUESTIONS?

Thank you!


